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EDITOR’S NOTE
By Adam Pitluk

In the
Spirit of
Crazy Horse

S

omewhere over what I calculated to be central Nebraska,
my daughter Maddy looked
out the window from ﬂight
5792 and said aloud, “Wow,
this country is so big!” It was the sort of
statement various people can understand
for two reasons:
Maddy is an airline kid. For eight of
her nine years of life, Daddy has worked
for American Airlines, so Maddy is a road
warrior, and fellow airline employees
and their families can appreciate her sentiment. The second reason is one that a
majority of Americans can relate to, especially those of us who were Lady Liberty’s
huddled masses yearning to breathe free.
You see, Maddy’s daddy is a secondgeneration American and the grandson of
Holocaust survivors, one whose life came
so close to never happening. And Daddy
has tried to instill in Maddy the pride he
has for a land and her values that
hat
Lincoln said this of: “This
country, with its institutions, belongs to the people
who inhabit it.”
I took Maddy on a 24-hourr
Maddy/Daddy getaway to Rapid
pid
City, S.D. As ours is a household
old
of two full-time working parents, I try to take each daughter
ter
on a special weekend trip for
some quality one-on-one time.
e.
For Maddy’s trip, she was given
en

free reign to choose where she wanted to
go. Words can’t express my pride when
she said, “Mount Rushmore.” I’ve never
been to South Dakota. This was a special
ﬁrst for us.
We caught the last ﬂight out of Dallas
and checked into the Best Western
Ramkota at 9 p.m. We got some latenight water sliding in at their indoor
water park, then we woke early to drive
to Mount Rushmore. I did my best to
educate Maddy about each president that
is commemorated in the Black Hills, and I
taught her about what sort of man power
was needed to erect this monument from
1927-1941. We gazed at the presidents
from several angles for hours. I could see
Maddy watching the other visitors’ reactions at the striking carvings. And I could
see America working its way into her.
From there we drove to the Crazy
Horse Memorial. Under construction
since 1948,
the work-in-progress com19
memorates
the legendary Lakota
me
warrior
who was instrumental in
w
defeating
Gen. Custer at the Battle
d
of the Little Bighorn, only later to
be stabbed
in the back by a military
s
guard.
gua But before his death, a soldier
taunted
him while in custody by
tau
asking,
“Where are your lands now?”
ask
Crazy Horse responded with one of the
more poetic refrains ever recorded:
“My lands
are where my dead lie buried.”
la
And it
i was in the Black Hills, gazing

at the Crazy Horse monument in the
distance, where this second-generation
American felt a true kinship with the
Native American disposition. My family
made it to America in 1945, and this is
where my friends and family lie buried.
It’s where I’ll be buried. This is my land.
Over Daddy/Maddy dinner that night
at Dakotah Steakhouse, we discussed
how the two monuments made us feel. I
used the opportunity to convey my love of
country to my daughter, and could again
see patriotism washing over my child, a
third-generation American.
And it was on the ﬂight home that I responded to Maddy, “Yes, honey, this country is so big. And it’s the most beautiful
country in the world.” That’s a statement
an airline employee of eight years can say
emphatically.
This is my penultimate column as an
American Airlines employee. Because I
believe unreservedly that this is the land
of opportunity, I know we’ll meet again.
Happy Thanksgiving, America.

Adam Pitluk
Editor

Follow Adam on Twitter @adampitluk
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